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Determined to concentrate on the
“things we love” - as co-founder of Rinomina Daniela Baldelli puts it - I am
glad to see my work as part of the recently launched series of exhibitions at
the new project space in Paris-Marais.
In turn, I would like to wish Rinomina,
“Courage et bonne chance!“
About Equivalences: I like the idea of
making the carefree things in our everyday lives resonate with simplicity.
I am showing a video, shot one day
last year at nightfall, first screened
at Objects in a Room, curated by Zoe
Miller and Eli Skatvedt at Kunstraum
Kreuzberg Bethanien. Preparing the
current exhibition gave me occasion
to talk again about my work with Ines
Lindner. The encounter with the art
critic generated a sensitive commentary on my work and a diagram that
I propose in place of an artist’s statement.
On the bookshelf of Rinomina, I‘ll also
be presenting Delfine 83 a ‘print-ondemand’ which belongs to the series:
Away with all pages, which do not interest me.
I am also glad to participate in the
group show Bonnes Choses, thus
granting occasion to meet familiar
and unknown colleagues and to spend
some time at the house built by Bruno Taut. The house brings to mind a
harmonious place to live. Angela Junkorn (owner of the house) is determined to dedicate it to art and culture
– “Mercie, Angela!”. The participating
artists are asked to provide a statement through their works of their understanding of Beauty. Looking at the
works I propose - the video of a sparkling flame, functioning as a generator
of golden spots on the screen and a
branch cast in copper - I realize that
Beauty happens in my work when I
reach at things vanishing.
I met lots of indomitable people during the last few months, even Barbara
Steveni and Garth Evans (this all makes me happy to live in Berlin). I met
Frau Wagner who has revealed herself
to be an indispensable supporter of
my idea to sell magic wands at Berlin
art fairs. She is determined to support
my work proposing it temporally at
her show room.
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It has also been a pleasure to continue
working with Pierre Granoux and Lage
Egal: he is now contact person for the
collection of my silkscreen prints.
I am including a link to the city of Minden where it is possible to see some
pictures of the successfully executed
ritual in public space „Rechts Links“.

All the workings are dedicated to my father, currently going through his hardest time.

RECHTS LINKS at
www.minden.de/internet/page.
php?site=17&id=7003431

